Welcome to the revolution. Electronic drums are becoming more and more popular because not only do they allow you to practice without neighbors calling the cops but they also look, sound, and feel better than ever before. Want to get your sticks on a kit but not sure where to start? Follow along as DRUM! gets you plugged in.

First off, a complete electronic kit is a multipart system that includes the following: pads that you play, the rack or stands that hold the pads, and the all-important drum module (or brain) that generates sounds.

PADS: Pads come in a variety of sizes and materials—everything from acoustic wooden shells to custom-designed hi-tech plastics. The first important feature to consider is the number of independent triggers on a pad. A single-zone drum pad can read strokes from only the head surface. A dual-zone pad can interpret strokes on both the head and the rim. And a triple-zone pad recognizes head and rim strokes as well as a cross stick. Cymbal pads too come in single-, dual-, or triple-zone versions, and some higher-end models even have a choke feature.

Another important characteristic is a pad's striking surface (i.e., the part of the pad you'll actually be hitting). There are two primary options for drums: either a rubber surface or a conventional-type head. Usually pricer, conventional-type heads come in either a Mylar or a mesh style.

PACKS: Nearly every kit features a rack, so construction quality and setup flexibility should be your primary concerns. You want a rack to be sturdy and to hold your pads where you like them. You don't want a rack to transfer vibrations from one pad to another.

MODULES: Here is the general rule: the more expensive the module, the better and more numerous the samples. Ultimately, though, the best drum brain is the one that has the sounds you will use. It doesn't matter if 72,000 snare samples are available if you only like one of them. Judge a brain by the quality and usability of its sounds and the number of additional features that you may want—extra trigger inputs for expansion, advanced sound-editing features, individual audio outputs for studio work, onboard processing for special effects, advanced MIDI capabilities, or the ability to read your own samples.

Not every manufacturer listed here offers complete kits. In production today there are 21 models that come with both pads and brain. If you're inclined to get your pads from one company and your module from another, you'll have another 17 choices.
Just as we were going to press, Taye drums contacted us about their distributing a new electronic kit that should hit the market in June. While we haven't put our sticks on these drums yet, the 5-piece kit features tension-adjustable pads with replaceable conventional drumheads. The pads look very similar to Remo practice pads. Three 12" cymbal triggers and a hi-hat foot pedal complete the cymbal options. The rack is a steel tube-style system that offers a good degree of flexibility in position and angle of instruments. Called the AXE-800DM, the brain that comes with this kit seems to be identical to the EZ Module offered by Pintech.

**Boom Theory**

Boom Theory is a pro-level custom shop that offers Space Muffins electronic drums. The unique kits look like regular acoustic drums and incorporate what the company calls a Digital Trap Set Baffling System (Digi-Trap) that keeps false triggering at a minimum. The prices listed below are for the drums alone, so you'll need to pick up a brain separately. Because it's a custom shop, Boom Theory can do just about anything you want—sparkle finishes, powder-coated lugs and hardware, and many other options. As owner Al Acinolfi says, "All things are possible if you have enough cash."

**Micro Bop**

**Price** starts at $1,699

The Micro Bop is a 5-piece kit that includes a 12" x 4" dual-zone snare, an 18" x 10" bass drum, and three toms (8" x 4", 10" x 4", and 12" x 4"). It has a PVC wrap finish and all chrome hardware.

**Bop Dix**

**Price** starts at $1,850

The Bop Dix offers a 13" x 3.5" dual-zone chrome snare, a 16" x 14" kick drum, 8" x 8" and 10" x 8" rack toms, and a free-standing 14" x 14" floor tom.

**The Classic**

**Price** starts at $2,299

This is Boom Theory's most popular kit and includes a 13" x 2.5" dual-zone chrome snare, a 22" x 14" or 22" x 16" bass drum, 10" x 9" and 12" x 9" rack toms, and a 15" x 14" floor tom.

**Boo Theory**

Boo Theory is a pro-level custom shop that offers Space Muffins electronic drums. The unique kits look like regular acoustic drums and incorporate what the company calls a Digital Trap Set Baffling System (Digi-Trap) that keeps false triggering at a minimum. The prices listed below are for the drums alone, so you'll need to pick up a brain separately. Because it's a custom shop, Boo Theory can do just about anything you want—sparkle finishes, powder-coated lugs and hardware, and many other options. As owner Al Acinolfi says, "All things are possible if you have enough cash."

**Boom Theory**

Boom Theory is a pro-level custom shop that offers Space Muffins electronic drums. The unique kits look like regular acoustic drums and incorporate what the company calls a Digital Trap Set Baffling System (Digi-Trap) that keeps false triggering at a minimum. The prices listed below are for the drums alone, so you'll need to pick up a brain separately. Because it's a custom shop, Boom Theory can do just about anything you want—sparkle finishes, powder-coated lugs and hardware, and many other options. As owner Al Acinolfi says, "All things are possible if you have enough cash."

**Micro Bop**

**Price** starts at $1,699

The Micro Bop is a 5-piece kit that includes a 12" x 4" dual-zone snare, an 18" x 10" bass drum, and three toms (8" x 4", 10" x 4", and 12" x 4"). It has a PVC wrap finish and all chrome hardware.

**Bop Dix**

**Price** starts at $1,850

The Bop Dix offers a 13" x 3.5" dual-zone chrome snare, a 16" x 14" kick drum, 8" x 8" and 10" x 8" rack toms, and a free-standing 14" x 14" floor tom.

**The Classic**

**Price** starts at $2,299

This is Boom Theory's most popular kit and includes a 13" x 2.5" dual-zone chrome snare, a 22" x 14" or 22" x 16" bass drum, 10" x 9" and 12" x 9" rack toms, and a 15" x 14" floor tom.
HART DYNAMICS

Hart’s Acupads come in four basic models: a 10" dual trigger, an 8" dual trigger, an 8" mono trigger, and an 8" bass drum. They all feature a black matte finish and a fully tensionable head. The Professional series snare pad features a 13" hand-hammered chrome-steel shell with eight tuning lugs. The tom pads come in 8", 10", and 12" models with four- or six-lug tuning. In addition to the hammered chrome, the tom pads are available in a Piano Black lacquer finish. A 10" bass drum pad rounds out the series.

Hart produces two lines of acoustic-style electronic cymbals in a wide variety of types and sizes. The Ecymbal S (Studio) pads include crashes, splashes, and Chinas in a black satin finish. The Ecymbal II (Brilliant) line features a Duraplate gold-mirror finish on all the pads.

Hart also offers a complete line of rack stands at two different levels of price and durability. The HDI line is their heavy-duty series of stainless-steel rack tubing, while the Ultilite components are made from urethane-coated carbon-steel tubing.

The prices for each kit do not include a module.
Pintech has a number of different pad models. At the top of the list is the AcousTech pad. It's a 14" drum available in chrome, white, or black with dual-zone triggers (head and rim), woven mesh-style heads, and 12 tension lugs. Pintech's ConcertCast pad is a one-piece cast-aluminum shell with a silver vein powder-coat finish. The ConcertCast kick pad is an unbaffled design with memory latches for the spurs. Pintech also offers a complete line of hi-hat pedals, bass drum trigger pedals, and the unique Nimrod and Dingbat tube-style pads.

Pintech's cymbal offering includes the PC-series dual-trigger units and the TC-series single-zone instruments. They also have the ZB14 Zenbel series. These 14" rubber cymbal pads are offered in single-, dual-, and triple-zone configurations. Finally, the Visu-Lite cymbal line offers a full complement of hi-hats, rides, China, chokeable crashes, and single-zone crashes. The Visu-Lite series comes in 11 different colors.

Pintech offers the EZ Module brain as an entry-level unit. It features eight trigger inputs and a hi-hat input that controls open and closed sounds. The 399 instrument and special-effect samples can be combined into 20 preset and 10 user-defined drum kits. The module also includes 50 preset songs and 4 user-song locations.

ECHO
**PRICE** $1,088
Without a doubt, this is a unique kit. It is composed of seven Dingbat pads, a kick trigger, a Gig hi-hat switch pedal, a rack, and the EZ Module. It's sure to grab a few double takes from audience members.

E-GIG
**PRICE** $1,273
The E-Gig 4-piece kit features three 10" ConcertCast pads and an 8" ConcertCast bass drum pad. Cymbal pads include the TC series 14" ride, 14" crash, and 10" hi-hat. The kit includes all necessary hardware and cables along with the hi-hat control pedal and the EZ Module.

E-MOD
**PRICE** $1,177
This is a 4-piece kit with three 10" dual-zone ConcertCast pads and an 8" kick pad. The cymbal components include two 14" TC cymbal pads and a PC10 hi-hat pad.

E-JAM
**PRICE** $1,480
The E-Jam adds another 10" dual-zone ConcertCast pad. The ride cymbal is upgraded to a 16" model with a separate active bell area.

E-SESSION
**PRICE** $2,400
The E-Session kit includes three 10" ConcertCast toms, a 12" pad for the snare, and three Zenbel cymbals: 14" crash, 14" ride, and 10" hi-hats. A 15" bass drum pad, the Hyperhat pedal, and an all-steel rack complete the kit.

T-REX
**PRICE** $3,300
The T-Rex comes with four 12" ConcertCast toms, a 12" kick, and a 14" AcousTech snare. It features four Visu-Lite cymbals: 13" hi-hats, two 16" dual-zone crashes, and an 18" dual-zone ride. The kit comes with a Gibraltar rack and additional Gibraltar hardware.

ECHO
**PRICE** $1,088
With or without a doubt, this is a unique kit. It is composed of seven Dingbat pads, a kick trigger, a Gig hi-hat switch pedal, a rack, and the EZ Module. It's sure to grab a few double takes from audience members.

E-GIG
**PRICE** $1,273
The E-Gig 4-piece kit features three 10" ConcertCast pads and an 8" ConcertCast bass drum pad. Cymbal pads include the TC series 14" ride, 14" crash, and 10" hi-hat. The kit includes all necessary hardware and cables along with the hi-hat control pedal and the EZ Module.

E-MOD
**PRICE** $1,177
This is a 4-piece kit with three 10" dual-zone ConcertCast pads and an 8" kick pad. The cymbal components include two 14" TC cymbal pads and a PC10 hi-hat pad.

E-JAM
**PRICE** $1,480
The E-Jam adds another 10" dual-zone ConcertCast pad. The ride cymbal is upgraded to a 16" model with a separate active bell area.

E-SESSION
**PRICE** $2,400
The E-Session kit includes three 10" ConcertCast toms, a 12" pad for the snare, and three Zenbel cymbals: 14" crash, 14" ride, and 10" hi-hats. A 15" bass drum pad, the Hyperhat pedal, and an all-steel rack complete the kit.
R.E.T. was created with a vision to merge acoustic and electronic drums. Each drum is custom built with an acoustic look and feel, using real shells, real hardware, and real heads. The drums come in six custom stain finishes (Natural Maple, Custom Honey, Custom Cherry, Ocean Blue, Classic Walnut, and Mirror Black), and you can design your own finish for an additional fee. All R.E.T. drums use a proprietary muffling system that the manufacturer claims reduces the sound level of the drum to 60db while offering the player more natural dynamics and stick bounce. Dual-zone snare and tom pads are created from 13" x 5" maple shells with separate triggers on the head and on the rim and Neutrik connectors. The bass drum shell is the same size but is a single-zone instrument. R.E.T. kits come with Smartrigger cymbals, which are made from a brass-alloy covered with a clear acoustic dampening layer that helps keep the trigger quiet. The ride cymbal is a dual-zone unit with triggers under the bell and the bow. Hi-hats are designed to mount on any regular hi-hat stand and are compatible with any Roland brand hi-hat controller. Listed prices are for pads and racks only.

THE JAZZ-E
PRICE $3,495
This is the newest addition to the R.E.T. family. It's a 4-piece kit with a dual-zone crash and the triple-zone ride cymbal.

NS2 PRO
PRICE $3,995
This kit includes four dual-zone drums along with the bass drum unit. Smartrigger dual-zone hi-hats, a 13" crash, and a 16" ride make up the metal offerings. A double-braced snare stand, custom curved rack with adjustable mounts, and all necessary connecting cables are included.

THE NS2 PRO-CX
PRICE $4,455
The CX adds an extension arm to the rack for more stability and a second 13" dual-zone crash cymbal.

THE NS2 PRO-EX
PRICE $4,895
The flagship EX model adds a fourth tom.

Gon Bops Solid-Stave Construction.
It's what makes California Series custom congas and bongos sound so good. The staves are cut from hand-selected quarter-sawn North American Red Oak and steam bent into the legendary Gon Bops shape. Made by hand the traditional way—the way percussion should be.

To check out the full line of California Series congas and bongos or to find your nearest dealer, visit www.gonbops.com.
The TO-3S is Roland's entry-level kit with four PO-B dual-trigger rubber pads and a KO-B vertical kick trigger. The snare can read head and rim strokes, and the hi-hat pad reads bow and edge strokes. Cymbals include two CY-B dual-trigger pads that support chokes for ride and crash. Completing the kit is the FO-B hi-hat controller, which offers smooth transitions between open and closed sounds.

The TO-3 module comes with 114 drum and percussion sounds in 32 drum-kit combinations. There are also 15 onboard ambience and compression effects to help give your drums a bigger sound. Nine trigger inputs allow for more pads in the future. The TO-3 even includes Roland's Rhythm Coach with rhythm training exercises.

The TO-3SV PRICE $1,095

The TO-3SV is based on the same TO-3 brain but includes a PO-B5BK dual-trigger mesh head snare pad.

The TO-6S is essentially the same kit as the TO-3SV with the addition of the curved-bar MDS-6SL silver rack and the more sophisticated TD-6V drum brain.

The TD-6V features 1,024 drum and percussion sounds and 64-voice polyphony. There are also 262 backing instruments, 99 kit memory locations, and 170 play-along songs with 100 user-song locations. There's an onboard 6-track sequencer with 12,000-note storage for recording and playing your original songs.

The top-of-the-line Roland kit is a 6-piece monster with three 12" pads, two 10" pads, two 14" crash cymbals, and a three-zone 15" ride. It also includes the KD-120 kick, the new VH-12 hi-hat with top and bottom cymbals, and the MDS-20 stand.

The TD-20 brain also has 560 sounds but with more editing options — over a million possible variations. If you need more inputs, the TD-20 has 15 for additional expandability. If you need lots of outputs, the TD-20 has ten as well as a S/PDIF digital out. There's also an included CompactFlash slot for storage and Roland's V-LINK technology for working with images and video.

YAMAHA

The Xplorer is designed as a 5-piece kit with a sixth pad used as a hi-hat surface. There are also two cymbal pads, a hi-hat controller pedal, the FP-6110 bass drum pedal, hollow aluminum tubular rack stand, the Xplorer brain, and all necessary coded cables to hook it all together. The drum pads are all 8.5" single-zone pads, and the cymbals are pie-shaped single-zone pads. The hi-hat controller pedal tracks full open, full closed, foot closed notes, and foot splashes.

Even though the pads on the Xplorer are mono, the brain's eight trigger inputs will accept and respond to dual-zone stereo pads if you upgrade in the future. It offers up 192 16-bit drum and percussion sounds, along with an additional 22 general MIDI voices, that can be combined into 32 factory and 10 user-programmable kits with 32-voice polyphony. The brain comes with 22 preset songs and includes basic on-board effects. In addition to
the Groove Check feature, the Xplorer has Rhythm Gate that mutes the sound if you don't play in time with the click.

**DTXPRESS III:**
**PRICE** $1,295
The Xpress III is also a 5-piece kit but with three significant upgrades. The snare pad is the TPS5 three-zone pad capable of reading triggers from the head, the rim, and cross-stick playing. The kit also includes the PCY65S dual-zone cymbal pad to be used as a ride cymbal and a more stable and flexible rack.

With this brain, you've got 990 drum sounds and a full complement of 128 general MIDI sounds to choose from. The machine comes with 48 pre-programmed kits, and you can save your own creations to 32 different user locations. There are 95 factory play-along songs and you can load your own songs into 32 user locations. Another significant addition is the inclusion of a two-track sequencer and the ability to offload memory to a computer.

**DTXPRESS III SPECIAL:**
**PRICE** $1,995
This upgrade gets you the RH130HH hi-hat system mounted on a real hi-hat stand. On the Special version, you'll find cymbals that are round rather than wedge-shaped. The PCY150S is a 15" three-zone ride cymbal pad that will read strokes on the bell, the bow, and the edge. The PCY130S is a 15" stereo crash pad, and the PCY130 is an additional single-zone cymbal pad. The Special also has a newly designed curved rack.

**DTXTRME IIS:**
**PRICE** $3,195
Along with the 12" three-zone snare pad, each of the four 10" toms is also a three-zone pad. Each pad also has a special onboard knob for adjusting the sounds in real time. The cymbal pads are the same as those included in the Xpress III Special: the RH130HH hi-hat, a three-zone ride, a two-zone crash, and a mono crash. The rack is, of course, much larger to accommodate the additional pads and cymbals.

The Xtreme IIS includes a selection of drum voices from the high-end MOTIF synth. There are 2,177 drum sounds with plenty of onboard effects, 128 general MIDI voices, and 64-note polyphony. If you need a large number of available kits, you'll find 90 preset kits from the factory and the ability to store 40 more user kits. There are 16 preset songs and 32 user songs for plenty of play-along practice. One of the unique features of the Xtreme is the ability to store and reload up to 8MB of voices, kits, and songs via a SmartMedia card. The unit is also capable of creating samples with up to 94 seconds of monophonic sampling time using a 44.1kHz sample rate. If you don't want to roll your own, you can load AIF or WAV files from another source.

**GTMLI's head drum instructor, MIKE CIROTTA, has 43 years of teaching experience in the Bay Area, and 47 years of experience playing and recording with various rock, jazz, funk, fusion, Latin, top 40, and casual bands in the S.F. Bay Area. Plus, Gelb's clinicians have included TONY WILLIAMS, MIKE CIROTTA, STEVE SMITH, WILL KENNEDY, ROY BURNS, STEVE GADO, DAVE WECKL, DENNIS CHAMBERS, PETER ERSKINE, GREGG MOSS, BILL COBHAM, TERRY BOZZIO AND TOM BRETTEL.**